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Welcome

For more than a decade the Blackstone 
LaunchPad & Techstars network has sought 
to help college students build next generation 
companies and careers.

In recent years, we’ve been inspired by a 
growing number of young entrepreneurs 
from our network who are motivated to make 
a lasting difference in the world.

For that reason, in our second offering of the 
LaunchPad Fellowship, we’re pleased to be 
focusing on supporting Social Impact student 
entrepreneurs. 

These 40 impressive founders are starting 
businesses and nonprofit organizations 
addressing a host of issues in areas like 
healthcare and education, the environment, 
and civic engagement. They see injustices or 
inequality, and are compelled to take action.

In times like these, we all need the courage 
these students exhibit to take a risk and do 
what is right.

We hope you join us in supporting their 
efforts.

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Fellowship Schedule

October
10/22/2020 Fellowship Kickoff and Onboarding Call.
10/22/2020 Fellowship Social. Using Icebreaker, students will get the chance to speed-meet their peers and core 

team from the sponsoring organizations.
10/27/2020 Peer Accountability. 
10/29/2020 Workshop 1: Leadership and Team Management. Cofounders and teams are critical to a startup’s 

success. In this Fellowship Workshop, students will explore best practices in leading and 
recruiting teams and learn ways to incentivize their organization and culture to find and keep 
critical contributors.

November
11/2/2020 Workshop 2: Design Thinking. Design thinking is a human-centered, prototype-driven process for 

innovation. It's a creative and collaborative process that can be used to innovate around any 
problem and find a new solution. 

11/5/2020 Workshop 3: Customer Discovery. Before you figure out the best solution, you first have to 
understand the problem is. In this Fellowship Workshop, student will learn techniques for proper 
customer discovery and refine their target market based on the results.

11/9/2020 Peer Accountability

11/9-13/2020 LAUNCHPAD MENTOR WEEK. Connect with Blackstone, Techstars, and Future Founders 
mentors, coaches, and advisors.

11/10/2020 Workshop 4: Pitching and Storytelling. Stories inspire, motivate, and prompt people to take action - 
they’re also critical components of a good pitch. Students will learn the model for effective 
pitching and how to weave a story into it that prompts customer, investor, and key stakeholder 
action.

11/12/2020 Fellowship Social. Using a VR environment, students will strengthen their peer networks by playing 
games and getting to know each other better.

11/17/2020 Workshop 5: Press, Media & Digital Marketing . The right marketing strategy is different for every 
startup. Having a clear understanding of owned, earned, and paid media and the ‘Who, What, 
Where, and How’ of digital media will prepare students to make the more efficient and effective 
communication choices for their idea.

December
12/3/2020 Workshop 6: Financing, Fundraising & Budgeting. In this Fellowship Workshop, students will 

learn best practices for fundraising directly from experienced entrepreneurs. They’ll also explore 
personal and venture budgeting practices, and the unique investment dynamics of social impact 
startups.

12/7/2020 Peer Accountability.
12/10/2020 Fellowship Wrap-up and Requirements for Payment.
12/17/2020 Founder Pipeline. As the LaunchPad Fellowship concludes, this panel discussion will introduce 

students to a number of organizations and opportunities for them to take their social impact 
startups to the next level.

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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@BXLaunchPad 
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http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | LinkedIn       
Description: Vision loss due to diabetes is the leading cause of 
preventable blindness in adults worldwide. Ai-Ris provides an ocular 
diagnostic system, using machine learning and low-cost hardware, to 
prevent vision loss in vulnerable populations.

Founding Story: Ai-Ris was formed through a student organization 
called Sling Health, where student teams solve clinical problems in 
interdisciplinary teams.

Ai-Ris | Healthcare | Tokunbo Falohun

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram        
Description: Ballet and Books is a community based organization 
dedicated to improving the lives of young children (3-9 years) through 
dance and literacy. We employ a diverse staff and pride ourselves on 
serving a diverse community of families through our free and inclusive 
programming.

Founding Story: Ballet and Books was founded as a way of engaging 
community partners in changing the health of vulnerable children in 
Ithaca, New York. 

Ballet & Books | Education | Talia Bailes

Website | Twitter       
Description: BioBandage is a redesigned biodegradable, plastic-free 
bandage with healing properties that will decrease the number of 
microplastics left behind in landfills and reduce pollution from factory 
production while healing wounds faster than traditional commercial 
bandages. 

Founding Story: Biobandage began as a biodesign class project about 
various environmental and sustainable materials and their properties. 

BioBandage | Sustainability | Nadiah B Mohammed

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://getairis.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/66746203/admin/
http://www.balletandbooks.com
https://www.instagram.com/balletbooks/
https://biobandage.weebly.com/
https://twitter.com/biobandage
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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| Instagram       
Description: Bottle Built is a social enterprise that engineers recycled 
PET Plastic into modular building blocks for affordable housing 
construction. 

Founding Story: After seeing a tent city outside of the West Oakland 
BART Station littered with plastic waste, Aryan became interested in 
using plastic waste to build affordable housing in an effort to address 
both problems at once.  

Bottle Built | Cleantech | Aryan Ghanadan

Students and Startups

| Twitter        

Description: CommunitYouth is the first online platform that lets 
mayors form, manage, and grow youth groups in government. We help 
governments help youth become agents of change on a community 
level.

Founding Story: Daniel’s experience forming and growing youth 
groups grew into a business after more than 100 New York state mayors 
expressed interest in forming youth groups of their own.

 

CommunitYouth | Civic Engagement | Daniel McMurray

| Twitter        

Description: Counterbalance is the first carbon offset bracelet, 
empowering people to take climate action while supporting 
communities around the world. With every Counterbalance purchase 
you make, you’re not only just removing tons of harmful emissions 
from the atmosphere to protect our planet, but you’re also helping to 
protect wildlife and reduce poverty and pollution worldwide.

Founding Story: Inspired by his grandmother’s passion for 
conservation, Trevor studies economics and climate change to grow his 
understanding of how to protect endangered species from extinction. 

Counterbalance | Retail | Trevor Finney

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://www.instagram.com/bottle_built/
https://twitter.com/intlgovyouth
https://twitter.com/countercarbon
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | LinkedIn       
Description: Covid Interns is a not-for-profit platform connecting 
small businesses that have been hurt commercially by the COVID-19 
period with volunteer University students and graduates with the skills 
to help. 

Founding Story: The idea arose from the immense impact the 
pandemic has had on small and medium sized enterprises and the 
number of students that have had internship programmes cancelled or 
shortened. 

Covid Interns | Employment | Robert Muldowney

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram       

Description: Everest matches high school students with internships 
at startups through curated skills and interest matching. We address 
the lack of access to meaningful work experience for underserved 
students and the need for high-quality, affordable talent for startups.

Founding Story: When Kenna started university, she realized that 
those students who had internships at law firms or startups in high 
school had an advantage. Internships give students  experience, 
compensation, and connections that help them years into the future. 

Everest | Employment | Kenna Funk-Tanaka

Website 

Description: Frontida Records addresses the inadequate 
documentation system in Greece by providing an electronic health 
record (EHR) and COVID tracking system tailored specifically to the 
needs of refugees and their providers, public health officials, and camp 
administrators.  

Founding Story: After receiving direct requests from clinicians and 
refugee camp administrators in Moria, Frontida Records was created to 
help document health information and empower public health officials 
to surveil medical activity and disease transmission in refugee camps. 

Frontida Records | Healthcare | Lauren Yen

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://covidinterns.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/covid-interns
https://everest-jobs.com/
https://www.instagram.com/everestforjobs/
https://www.frontidarecords.org/
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Description: Homey is an online platform that brokers home cleaning 
services with a two-way rating system and low brokerage fee. It aims to 
promote a safe and secure working environment for Chinese migrant 
women by making each transaction reliable and transparent. 

Founding Story: As a regular home cleaning customer, Yipeng was 
inspired to challenge the industry business model after she learned that 
companies in China charge high brokerage fees, pay workers low wages, 
and demand long hours with little time off.  

Homey | Employment | Yipeng Dong

Students and Startups

Website 

Description: The Jubily mobile application and website aims to 
increase equitable access to healthcare and to improve the efficacy and 
effectiveness of treatment for underserved groups by connecting people 
to culturally competent clinicians.

Founding Story: Jubily was inspired by Cyrell’s experience 
attempting to find a culturally competent primary care physician, 
dentist, and therapist covered under his insurance. 

Jubily | Healthcare | Cyrell Roberson

Website | Twitter        

Description: Little Justice Leaders is a subscription box company that 
provides parents and teachers (K-8) with a monthly box of curated 
resources addressing social justice topics. Each box contains 
information about a different topic, such as racism, feminism, 
immigration, and ableism. 

Founding Story: Little Justice Leaders was inspired by Shelby’s 
experience working with parents and teachers who expressed confusion 
around talking to young kids about social justice topics. 

Little Justice Leaders | Education | Shelby Kratz

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.jubily.co
https://www.littlejusticeleaders.com/
https://twitter.com/JusticeLeaders
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | LinkedIn       
Description: Ready Teddy, is a biosensing MRI simulation that 
prepares children for their upcoming procedure in order to avoid the 
use of anesthesia. Using biofeedback mini games, we habituate and 
train children to stay still for the scan while reducing fear and 
improving diagnostic image quality. 

Founding Story: While working at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, 
Max used a scaled fiberglass model of an MRI to habituate and reduce 
fear in children undergoing an MRI, but many facilities lack the space 
for such a tool.

Lumeum | Healthcare | Max Orozco

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram      

Description: Our mission is to transform hair care by creating high 
quality wigs that are natural and accessible to those suffering from hair 
loss due to aging, alopecia or cancer radiation. This in turn will build 
confidence in the wearer of the wig and give them new hair styling 
options.

Founding Story: For Marielle, hair is personal. She suffered from 
hair loss at an early age and struggled to find a solution.

LUXLife | Sustainability | Marielle Apronti

Website | Twitter        

Description: Mindset & Milestones is an impact-oriented startup that 
uses entrepreneurship as a vehicle to equip middle and high school girls 
with the mindset to succeed in STEM, business, and every other space 
where women are underrepresented. 

Founding Story: During Diondraya’s freshman year of college, she 
became increasingly frustrated with the inequality plaguing women. 
She views entrepreneurship as the key to addressing the gender pay gap 
and other issues facing women in the workplace. 

Mindset & Milestones | Education | Diondraya Taylor

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://readyteddy.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ready-teddy
http://www.luxlifehair.com
https://www.instagram.com/luxlifehairco/
https://mindsetnmilestones.com/
https://twitter.com/MindnMilestones
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | Twitter        
Description: Missouri M.A.D.E. (Mobilizing And Diversifying 
Elections) is a growing non-partisan, non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, 
working across the political spectrum to identify, recruit and train 
women to run for public office. 

Founding Story: After transitioning from a small town in Missouri to 
a college in Philadelphia, Amanda realized that while there were plenty 
of resources available for women in Philadelphia to run for office, there 
were barely any in the Midwest.

Missouri M.A.D.E. | Civic Engagement | Amanda Morrison

Students and Startups

Website | Twitter        

Description: Mobile Teacher is an app that allows teachers in 
developing countries  to share videos of their effective teaching 
practices without the Internet. With Mobile Teacher they can see expert 
teachers that look like them, teaching in a context like their own.

Founding Story: Mobile Teacher was born from Katherine’s 
experience working with, learning from, observing, listening to, and 
training teachers in developing countries. 

Mobile Teacher | Education | Katherine Guevara

Website | Twitter        

Description: We offer a new approach to diversity and inclusion that 
progresses the discourse beyond social identity. To do this, we empower 
our customers with a new framework for developing inclusive-centered 
products and services that benefit humanity. 

Founding Story: As an African woman, Maisha often felt excluded in 
conversations with her fellow MBA students. Now she’s working to 
create more inclusive environments for everyone. 

Mpact International | Education | Maisha Cobb

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.missourimade.org
https://twitter.com/Missouri_MADE
http://www.mobileteacher.org/
https://twitter.com/_mobileteacher
http://www.mpact-int.com
http://twitter.com/mpact_intl
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | Instagram      
Description: My Tele Heal is a mental health service that offers a 
comprehensive, accessible platform to non-English speaking 
communities seeking assistance in their native language and dialect. 
Our vision is to decrease the mental health disparities for immigrants.

Founding Story: Caitlin’s startup was inspired by her grandmother 
who suffered anxiety, unipolar depression, and increased mental stress, 
after a surgery and couldn’t find a therapist who spoke her native 
language.

My Tele Heal | Healthcare | Caitlin Luong

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram       

Description: Orenda Change’s ultimate goal is for customers to 
become active participants in their local, national, and global 
communities. Each Orenda Change purchase comes with a 
built-in-donation to a social justice cause.

Founding Story: Soon after students were sent home home from 
college at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, Francisca noticed a 
surge in social activism and wanted to build off of that momentum and 
help amplify their voices. 

Orenda Change | Retail | Francisca Li

Website | Instagram       

Description: PAANI is a global health company that aims to provide 
access to clean water in water scarce communities in India. By 
engineering a water filter into the sari, a traditional Indian garment 
worn by women, PAANI emphasizes the importance of keeping cultural 
traditions, while advancing technology.

Founding Story:  With a background in public health, Brianna and 
her co-founder Nikita Chatterjee wanted to focus on improving health 
in low-incomes communities. 

PAANI, LLC | Cleantech | Brianna Howard

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://myteleheal.com
https://www.instagram.com/myteleheal/
http://orendachange.com
https://www.instagram.com/orenda_change/
http://www.paanisolutions.com
https://www.instagram.com/paanisolutions/
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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|
Description: Partna is an educational savings institution whose sole 
focus is to teach financial health to young minorities in the New York 
public school system. 

Founding Story: Partna began in fall 2019 during an entrepreneurial 
class focused on developing start-ups through customer discovery. The 
five members of the team had all been impacted by financial instability 
and wanted to research the issue further.  

Partna | Financial Equality | Danielsen Bernadel

Students and Startups

Description: Positivity Outward, a nonprofit in Montana, equips rural 
high schoolers with mental health resources and empowers them 
through service opportunities to make ripples of positivity outward.

Founding Story: Zariah was inspired by her experience growing up in 
a rural town with limited access to mental health resources and 
opportunities for skill development.

Positivity Outward | Mental Health | Zariah Tolman

Website | Instagram       

Description: Real Talk is a platform where social issues are discussed, 
this is a platform for people that want to talk, those who don’t know 
how to, and those that are scared too. 

Founding Story: Real Talk came from the silence of others. With the 
current climate of the world and all the heartbreaking social injustices, 
Real Talk was designed to be an escape for those that don't have a place 
to vent, or learn.  

Real Talk | Industry | Janelle Fore

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://teamrealtalk.com
https://www.instagram.com/teamrealtalkofficial/
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website 

Description: Recreate Energy is an energy technology company 
aiming to redefine the process of producing algae biofuels by 
implementing modular bioreactors to grow algae with an advanced 
conversion method to effectively produce renewable crude oil. 

Founding Story: Daniel played a role in writing legislative solutions 
for the Cypress community’s algal bloom problems, where I discovered 
the possibility of turning algae into biofuels. 

Recreate Energy | Cleantech | Daniel Vega

Students and Startups

| Instagram       

Description: Remane rests at the intersection of haircare and 
technology encouraging individuals with afro-hair textures to enjoy 
caring for their hair. We use a machine learning approach to provide 
data-driven care plans paired with personalized product 
recommendations.

Founding Story: Ariel has first-hand experience with caring for 
natural hair textures. Rename was inspired by this experience and a 
class project at The University of Texas as Austin.

Remane | Retail | Ariel Lee

Website | LinkedIn       

Description: Robinswing is the first truly anonymous way for an 
undecided voter to educate themselves, with the assurity that they 
won’t be targeted as an undecided voter. We are using software to 
disrupt traditional canvassing methods.

Founding Story: Growing up in a political climate rife with increasing 
political polarization, Shaelin was inspired to create a solution for 
people who want to be involved in creating real political change, but do 
not have the necessary exposure to do so. 

Robinswing | Civic Engagement | Shaelin Koberle-Satt

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://www.recreateenergy.com
https://www.instagram.com/remane.co/
https://robinswing.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/robinswing/
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | Twitter       

Description: We are a humanitarian company leveraging coffee, the 
second most traded commodity in the world, to remove economic 
barriers in the lives of individuals and organizations to ensure that they 
have equitable opportunities, meaningful purpose, and the ability to 
embrace a unique identity. 

Founding Story: Sapien P.B.C. was inspired by the lack of 
transparency and efficiency in fundraising for Boy Scouts of America. 

Sapien P.B.C. | Nonprofit Support | Ryan Murphy

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram       

Description: Saru Recycling is a Clean-Tech startup focused on 
fighting climate change through the power of recycling and smart waste 
management. Our product, Saru (Smart Automated Recycling Unit) is a 
low-maintenance, solar-powered unit that uses innovative object 
recognition to allocate recycling profits to consumers by tracking the 
fullness of each bin. 

Founding Story: Saru was inspired after observing students 
attempting to determine the appropriate receptacles for food waste. 

Saru Recycling | Cleantech | Kyle Stark

Website 

Description: Seren takes watercooler chats online by matching 
teammates for spontaneous and informal calls based on their individual 
preferences. Seren reduces workplace isolation, and makes remote 
work more practical so companies can access more diverse candidates 
and reduce their environmental footprint.

Founding Story: Seren was inspired by Olayinka’s feelings of 
isolation when adapting to remote classes during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Seren | Mental Health | Olayinka Omolere

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.sapien-goods.com
https://twitter.com/Sapien_Goods
http://www.sarurecycling.com
https://www.instagram.com/sarurecycling/
https://www.seren.cc/
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website 

Description: Sherpa is a platform where students can try out careers 
before committing to them so they can make informed post-secondary 
education choices. 

Founding Story: Sherpa was inspired by Maggie’s experience  
pivoting to a new field after graduating college. Like many students, she 
received little guidance on making career choices or choosing my 
college major.

Sherpa | Education | Maggie Lau

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram       

Description: StartSmart is an entrepreneur development organization 
that believes every individual should have the opportunity to bring their 
idea to life, regardless of age, gender, ethnicity, or socioeconomic 
standing. Through online entrepreneurship education, a network of 
mentors and peers, and a crowdfunding platform, we equip our 
students with the skills to start, develop, and grow their business. 

Founding Story: StartSmart was created in response to Caitlyn’s own 
frustrations as an entrepreneur.

StartSmart | Education | Caitlyn Yang

Website | Twitter      

Description: In a moment where crises like climate change, 
biodiversity loss, and pandemic disease challenge the future of human 
life on our planet, more than ever before we need organizations to use 
science to educate the next generation, and inspire bold action. The Ant 
Network uses ants and other insects to tell compelling stories about life 
on Earth through educational and engaging videos, inspiring physical 
exhibits, and unique, accessible merchandise. 

Founding Story: Miles was majoring in environmental science, and 
frustrated with the lack of public interest in climate policy, the loss of 
wildlife species, and growing apathy towards science.

The Ant Network | Education | Miles Maxcer

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://www.thesherpaclub.com/
https://startsmart.co/
http://instagram.com/startsmartprogram
http://www.youtube.com/theantnetwork
http://www.twitter.com/AntNetworkSM
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | Instagram       
Description: The Collection is a project, currently under OPEN 
DOORS, that uplifts the voices of gun violence survivors, people with 
spinal cord injuries and other disabilities, and their allies. The 
Collection will be a virtual showcase featuring their essays, poems, 
videos, visual art, and music. 

Founding Story: There isn’t a forum for people dealing with gun 
violence, disability, or life in general to share their stories and there 
needs to be a forum for people to share their stories through art. 

The Collection | Discourse | Andres Javier Alvarado

Students and Startups

Website | Instagram        

Description: ‘TIED’ (Tapped In: Equitable Development) provides 
access to valuable resources and opportunities through launch and 
development programs while developing a collaborative peer and 
mentorship network.

Founding Story: When Perrilliat was admitted as a fellow into several 
research programs at UCLA he realized he was the only black male 
student in the programs and sought to understand the lack of 
involvement of black and brown communities in tech and startups.  

TIED | Business Services | Perrilliat Michael-Sesen

Website

Description: Tyme is the first survivor-focused reporting platform 
that redesigns the Title IX reporting process to work better for both 
survivors and universities. Our confidential, web-based documentation 
tool gives survivors time to heal, and our improved connection among 
survivors, administrators, and resources helps universities provide a 
better Title IX process. 

Founding Story: Tyme was inspired by Riese’s experience coming to 
terms with her own sexual assault.

Tyme for Survivors | Mental Health | Riese Wismer

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://opendoorsnyc.org/home-
https://www.instagram.com/opendoorsnyc/
http://tiedtocommunity.com
http://instagram.com/tiedtocommunity
http://www.tyme4survivors.com
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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| Instagram       
Description: Paralyzed wheelchair users cannot see the capacity of 
their urinary catheter bag and are constantly anxious. We at Volymi 
have developed a smart wearable device to notify the user of the 
capacity of their urinary catheter bag so a carer can take appropriate 
action.

Founding Story: Molly worked closely with Enable Ireland and many 
paralysed wheelchair users to pinpoint the biggest issue a paralyzed 
catheter user goes through regarding their bathroom experience. 

Volymi| Healthcare | Molly O’Mara

Students and Startups

Website | Twitter       

Description: We’re building an AI humanoid for mental health 
diagnostics. It would be the world’s first fully autonomous behavioral 
health care triaging system. This virtual therapist would have one on 
one video chats with users and connect them to a mental health 
provider. 

Founding Story: Vrify was inspired by Tom’s experience trying to 
find a provider suited to his mental health needs. 

Vrify Health | Mental Health | Tom Smith

Website | Twitter       

Description: Wawwe is a highly personalized data aggregator and 
software solution provided to hospitals to help patients with chronic 
and diet restrictive illnesses. Wawwe intelligently lets patients know 
what to eat at restaurants, at home, or when grocery shopping in order 
to maximize their own individual health. 

Founding Story: At the age of fourteen, after watching a few 
documentaries and reading multiple research articles, Rafaela became 
aware of how few people were nutritionally educated and became 
fascinated by the role nutrition played in preventive healthcare. 

Wawwe | Healthcare | Rafaela Frota

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

https://www.instagram.com/volymicompany/
http://vrifyhealth.com
http://twitter.com/vrifyhealth
https://wawwe.com/
https://twitter.com/wawweinc?lang=en
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/
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Website | Twitter       
Description: Wiseper is Quora for fact checking and media 
exploration for online content consumers via crowdsourcing and AI.

Founding Story: The lack of reliable information regarding climate 
change, vaccines, health, beauty, finance, and food on social media 
where 40 percent of people get their news.

Wiseper Inc. | Discourse | Fatemeh Mirzaei

Students and Startups

@BXLaunchPad 
#LaunchPadFellowship
www.blackstonelaunchpad.org

http://wiseper.com
https://twitter.com/wiseperInc
http://www.blackstonelaunchpad.org/

